
From: Mia Tankersley   
Date: July 24, 2020 at 10:34:14 AM CDT 
To: Chris Durst <cdurst@altamontschool.org> 
Cc: Dru Selden, Mary Reagan Harvey, Sarah Yandell  
Subject: A Letter from the Class of 2010 

  
Dear Mr. Durst, 
  
Altamont states that its mission is to “improve the fabric of society by graduating 
compassionate, well-educated individuals capable of independent thinking and innovative ideas” 
by fostering a commitment in students to truth, knowledge, and honor.  
  
The murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery, and Tony McDade reflected 
our country’s history of systemic racism and violence. We, the members of the Class of 2010, 
do not feel that Altamont’s initial response to these murders embodied the school’s mission or 
values. While the availability of a student support team and the opportunity for virtual meetings 
amongst current students were important steps, Altamont must make more meaningful change. 
You recently promised to release action steps in the coming weeks, as well as provide an 
opportunity for an alumni town hall. We want to begin a collaborative dialogue with you in the 
hopes of helping those efforts succeed. 
  
We urge Altamont to form a diverse coalition of students, faculty, and alumni to gain perspective 
on the challenges prevalent in the Altamont community. Prioritize input from those most affected 
by these challenges in order to develop and implement solutions.  
  
In the meantime, we provide the below list of action items, which has been created based on 
steps taken by other institutions: 
  

1.     Develop a strategic recruitment plan in order for our student body to look like our 
city and our country. The city of Birmingham is over 70% Black, and yet Altamont has 
always been an overwhelmingly white institution.  

a.     Hire more Black faculty members. Future Black faculty members should 
also be afforded leadership opportunities, and mentorship from more senior 
faculty members; 
b.     Include more Black members on the Altamont Board of Trustees; 
c.     Build relationships with Birmingham City Schools; and  
d.     Provide more scholarship opportunities.  

2.     Create a more inclusive environment where Black students feel welcomed and 
supported.  

a.     Ban culturally appropriative costumes and ensure that the dress code does 
not discriminate based on race or any other identities; 
b.     Ban non-Black teachers and students from using the n-word or any racial 
slur, including while discussing, reading, or quoting works of literature; 
c.     If academic performance reflects that a Black student is struggling, consider 
the systemic factors that may contribute to this struggle. These systemic factors, 
which are a failure of the school and not the individual student, must be 
addressed and additional support must be provided to the student. 
d.     Create a mentoring network for Black students;  
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e.     Hire a culturally-oriented guidance counselor who is trained to be antiracist 
and engage in conversations about race, minority stress, microaggressions, etc.;  
f.      Require faculty to participate in yearly antiracist trainings and readings; and 
g.     Make distance learning environments safe and inclusive. Accommodate 
differential levels of access to internet, protect against cyberbullying, etc. 

3.     Revitalize Altamont’s curriculum and pedagogy to incorporate antiracism.  
a.     Ensure that students are reading Black writers and hearing from Black 
speakers, early and often; 
b.     Consistently host and provide space for discussions regarding privilege, 
discrimination, and intersectionality. These conversations must be had explicitly 
and more than once, in classrooms, advisory groups, and affinity groups; and 
c.     Promote ongoing student involvement in the Birmingham community.  

                                               i.     We are heartened to hear of several of 
these efforts in recent years, including involvement with the Equal Justice 
Initiative and the C. Kyser Miree Ethical Leadership Center. We 
encourage Altamont to expand these opportunities into experiences for 
entire classes and for Middle-Schoolers.  

4.     Acknowledge Altamont’s historical failure to provide an inclusive, antiracist 
environment for Black students. Commit to change that will improve this history.  
5.     Send a message to the entire Altamont community with a list of actions that will be 
taken to create a more antiracist, inclusive environment, with a timeline and measurable 
outcomes. 
  

We write this letter to express our solidarity with our Black classmates and because we feel that 
Altamont is not currently embodying its ideals. This is a moment of national reckoning—long 
overdue and yet very familiar. We look forward to hearing from you, and are hopeful that this 
letter opens the door to a collaborative partnership.  
  
Many thanks, 
  
Amelia “Mia” Tankersley, ‘10 
  
Dru Selden, ‘10 
  
Mary Reagan Harvey, ‘10 
  
Sarah Letcher Yandell, ‘10 
  
Elias K. Awad, ‘10 
  
Emily Ness, ‘10 
  
Ashlon McGee Schum, ‘10 
  
Mason Margotta, ‘10 
  
Anna Quinlan, ‘10 
  
Olivia Watts, ‘10 
  
Palmer C. Miller, ‘10 



  
Clayton (Clark) Basilico, ‘10 
  
Bryan Kariuki, ‘10 
  
Margaret Day Lacey ‘10 
  
Sarah Paul, ‘10 
  
Simon Basilico, ‘10 
  
Mary Paty Bryant, ‘10 
  
Christian Feldman, ‘10 
  
Kathryn Holladay, ‘10 
  
Will Barclay, ‘10 
  
Jameson Ware, ‘10 
  
Eva Yancey, ‘10 
  
Locke Brown, ‘10 
  
Nkele Davis, ‘10 
  
Jamie Pollard, ‘10 
  
Erin Hoffman-Hillestad, ‘10 
  
Andrew Lux, ‘10 
  
Genie Smith, ‘10 
  
Drayton Thomas, ‘10 
  
Marianne Williams, ‘10 
  
Maggie King, ‘10 
  
Phillip Wall, ‘10 
  
Petersen Bolvig, ‘10 
  
Dixon Johns, ‘10 
  
Jeremy Gibbs, ’10  
  
Alex Elston, ‘10 
  



Jack Williamson, ‘10 
  
Quincey Somerville, ‘10 
  
Sasha Arijanto, ‘10 
  
Addison Powell, ‘10 
 


